
A group of32 students took an exarniDation

.:
The grades are shown in the Dot Diagrarn.

7 ,l Bar charq pie chBrt" Mean, median and mode. Standard deviation. [Paper 1]

l. The values of4 numbers are (a + 9), (a - 2), (a * 4) and (a + 5).

(a) Express the mean of the numbers in terms of a,

(b) Find tle standard deviation ofthe numbers.

Ans: (a)a+2 (b)5.24

2. The mean and standard deviation of a set of r numbers are 5 and 3 respectively.
(a) Suppose that 4 is added to each of the n numbers. Find

(i) the corresponding mean,
(ii) the corresponding standard deviation

of the numbers.

(b) Suppose that 4 is multiplied to each of the n numbers. Find
(i) the conesponding mean,
(ii) the corresponding standard deviation

of the numbers.

Ans: (a)(i) 9 (ii) 3 (bxi) 20 (ii) r 2

The pupils in two classes took the same Science test, Information relating to the results is

shown in the table below.
Class.4 :

Class.B :

ean = 15,8

Standard deviation = 3.8

(a) For class l, calculate
(i) the mean,
(ii) the standard deviation.

(b) Compare, briefly, the results for the two classes

Ans:(aXi) 15.625 (i04.03 lsccs/2008/P I l
(b)Class B performed better as its mean is higher and the spread of the marks is smaller.

The table shows the number of goals scored by a football team in a series of matches.

a1 A2 g3 A4 C5 C6 Ot E6 F9

(a) What fraction of students scored better than the modal grade?
(b) If one student is selected at random, find the probability that the srudent scored worse

than the modal grade.
(c) Iftwostudentsareselectedatrandom,findtheprobability0ratonescoredgrade42or

better and the other scored worse than the modal grade.
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(a) If the mode is I, state the smallest value of x.
(b) lf the median score is 2, state the largest value of;r.
(c) lf the mean is L 5 goals, calculate -r.

Ans: (a) 9 (b) 3 (c) 16

7. I Bar chart, pie charl Merl, median and modc, Standard deviatioa [Paper l]

Number of soals scored 0 I ) J 4 5

Number of matches 8 x ,, , I

..9 ...17..119
Ans: (at _ (b) 

- 
(cl-" 32 " 32 "496

Ans:(a)(i) 27 (It)27.s (b)?0; (o)33
o

7. I Bar chart, pie charu Merq median and mode. Standard devisrion. [Paper | ]

6. The number of toy cars that students in a class have is shown in the table below. If the
median is 3, write down an ineoualiw satisfied x

Number of toys 0 I .,
3 A 5

Number of students t2 .r I5 4 5

Ans:05x<8

7. The mark of 5 students are 62, 58, 80, 67 and -r. Their mean mark is 68.
(a) Find the value ofx.
(b) Hence find the standard deviation ofthe marks

Ans: (a) 73 (b) 7.E2
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8. A class of24 studens took a Mathematics test. Their scores are represented in the stem and
leafdiagram as shown.
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(a) For the whole class, hnd
(i) the modal score,
(ii) the median score.
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(b)

(c)

The passing mark for the paper was 23 marks. Express the number ofpupils who passed
the test as a percentage ofthe total number ofpupils in the class.
A new student laterjoined the class and sat for the same test. tf the mean score of the
class became 27, find the score ofthe new student.
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Marks, rl 5<nr!10 l0<nr515 15<nSZ0 70<n<25

Number of pupi-ls 8 t1


